STAMPIN' BLENDABILITIES MARKERS
*Blendabilities come in three packs with a light, medium and dark shade in our exclusive colors. These three
shades will allow you to perfectly shade your images!
*Blendabilities are acid and lignin free making them safe for scrapbooking.
*Blendabilities are work best with our Whisper White and Very Vanilla card stocks but can be used on other
papers.
*You must use Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad or emboss your images with the heat tool for best results. Our
Basic Black and Jet Black Stazon inks can stain your Blendabilities.
*Protect your work surface with Grid paper, or scratch paper because Blendabilities will bleed through to the
underside.
*Do not color directly onto your stamps with Blendabilities.

Coloring with Blendabilities
*I add just a bit of the darkest marker first and then lay the medium and light shades over the top by coloring in a
small circular motion creating the graduated effect.
*Use the lightest shade over the medium and dark shades for the best blending.
*Do not color right up to the stamped line as the colors will feather-meaning the ink will continue flowing beyond
the line.
*Leave white space to fill in with the lightest color to increase the graduated fading effect.
*Work the color by blending, adding and overlapping the three shades.
*Work one small area at a time, one petal or leaf, etc. Work quickly in the small area and don't let the layers dry
without being fully blended.
*If you use a super-light touch with the brush tip, barely touching the paper, you can color those narrow spaces.
*The Color Lifter Marker helps fix mistakes by “pushing” color around. You can blend with it and it works to add
highlights.
*When applying the Color Lifter, do it gradually as it will lighten as it dries.

About Blendabilities
*Blendabilities are alcohol-based and will dry faster than water-based markers. The alcohol allows them to blend
with each other beautifully.
*The caps are tight to keep the air off the tip when not in use. When re-capping your markers after use, carefully
push the lid onto to the marker until you hear it snap into place. This means the cap is completely closed.
*Blendabilities caps are color coded with a tip cover. This tip cover is designed to help keep the marker from
drying out. If you aren’t careful to insert the marker into the cap straight on, you can smush the tip of the marker
and damage it.
*Blendabilities are not refillable.
*The rectangular barrel design prevents the markers from rolling off your work surface.
*Blendabilities Markers have two tips a brush tip and a fine tip. The size of the tip is indicated by the white stripes
that go around the barrel at each end.
*The tips are made of nylon, which is more durable than other polyester tips that can fray.
*Blendabilities are offered in colors that coordinate with our card stocks, ribbons and embellishments.

What else can you color with Blendabilities?
Use your Blendabilities Markers to add color to many of our embellishments and ribbons. You can color our
ribbons, rhinestones, pearls, faceted buttons, designer buttons, acetate window sheets, cellophane bags,
embossed images and Crystal Effects/Hot Glue bubbles. Please note: Coloring rough items can damage the tips
so color these types of items carefully.
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